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FUZZU creates colorfully illustrated toys that entertain cats, dogs and their people with their unique 
brand of humor. The FUZZU team understands how cats and dogs play and what excites them. FUZZU 
also connects with people through their storytelling, whimsy, and of course the glee that their pets get 
out of playing with FUZZU toys. 

FUZZU toys are branded by their fabric-printed original illustration. making them distinctive in the 
pet industry. Packaging is designed as an extension of the toy, offering added value to the customer 
through storytelling about each individual product. But the real fun begins when the toys are shared 
with pets. 
As an example, one of FUZZU ’s first toys was their infamous 
orange haired “Donald”, destined to be dragged, pounced upon 
and shaken by thousands of happy pets, providing comic relief 
on many levels. The photo opportunities were endless! (See 
FUZZU’s instagram #fuzzutoys).

The FUZZU team brings together over 25 years of design, 
illustration and marketing experience. As co-founders of pet 
toy company Fat Cat Inc, Anne and John Lika were early 
innovators, changing pet toys from boring commodities to bright, 
colorful characters, each accompanied by its own narrative.
Sarah-Lee Terrat began designing Fat Cat toys in 2004. As a 
children’s book illustrator and professional muralist, her designs 
inspired the company’s commitment to elevating the standards 
of pet toys. 

In 2016 John, Anne and Sarah-lee founded FUZZU, entering into the national spotlight with their first 
toys, the Presidential Parody Series including; Bernie, Hillary and Donald. Although Donald 
continues to be a top international seller, many non-political cat and dog toy lines have been added 
to the FUZZU line up, appealing to a broad range of customers. 

Let us entertain you. Visit FUZZU at Booth #6254 at the 2018 Global Pet Expo to see all of FUZZU’s 
playful toy lines…And don’t forget to check out the packaging!

For more information about all of FUZZU’s cat and dog toy lines contact Anne Lika at 802-497-1817. 
Email anne@fuzzutoys.com.  Visit website at fuzzutoys.com.
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